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Abstract. In this paper, lean buffering (i.e., the smallest level of buffering neces-
sary and sufficient to ensure the desired production rate of a manufacturing system)
is analyzed for the case of serial lines with machines having Weibull, gamma, and
log-normal distributions of up- and downtime. The results obtained show that: (1)
the lean level of buffering is not very sensitive to the type of up- and downtime dis-
tributions and depends mainly on their coefficients of variation, CVup and CVdown;
(2) the lean level of buffering is more sensitive to CVdown than to CVup but the
difference in sensitivities is not too large (typically, within 20%). Based on these
observations, an empirical law for calculating the lean level of buffering as a func-
tion of machine efficiency, line efficiency, the number of machines in the system,
and CVup and CVdown is introduced. It leads to a reduction of lean buffering by a
factor of up to 4, as compared with that calculated using the exponential assump-
tion. It is conjectured that this empirical law holds for any unimodal distribution of
up- and downtime, provided that CVup and CVdown are less than 1.
Keywords: Lean production systems – Serial lines – Non-exponential machine
reliability model – Coefficients of variation – Empirical law
1 Introduction
1.1 Goal of the study
The smallest buffer capacity, which is necessary and sufficient to achieve the desired
throughput of a production system, is referred to as lean buffering. In (Enginarlar
et al., 2002, 2003a), the problem of lean buffering was analyzed for the case of
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serial production lines with exponential machines, i.e., the machines having up-
and downtime distributed exponentially. The development was carried out in terms
of normalized buffer capacity and production system efficiency. The normalized





where N denoted the capacity of each buffer and Tdown the average downtime of
each machine in units of cycle time (i.e., the time necessary to process one part
by a machine). Parameter k was referred to as the Level of Buffering (LB). The





where PRk and PR∞ represented the production rate of the line (i.e., the average
number of parts produced by the last machine per cycle time) with LB equal to k
and infinity, respectively. The smallest k, which ensured the desired E, was denoted
as kE and referred to as the Lean Level of Buffering (LLB).
Using parameterizations (1) and (2), Enginarlar et al., (2002, 2003a) derived
closed formulas for kE as a function of system characteristics. For instance, in the





1 − E , if e < E,
0, otherwise.
(3)
Here the superscript exp indicates that the machines have exponentially distributed





where Tup is the average uptime in units of cycle time. For the case of M > 2-
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This formula is exact for M = 3 and approximate for M > 3.
Initial results on lean buffering for non-exponential machines have been re-
ported in (Enginarlar et al., 2002). Two distributions of up- and downtime have
been considered (Rayleigh and Erlang). It has been shown that LLB for these
cases is smaller than that for the exponential case. However, (Enginarlar et al.,
2002) did not provide a sufficiently complete characterization of lean buffering in
non-exponential production systems. In particular, it did not quantify how different
types of up- and downtime distributions affect LLB and did not investigate relative
effects of uptime vs. downtime on LLB.
The goal of this paper is to provide a method for selecting LLB in serial lines
with non-exponential machines. We consider Weibull, gamma, and log-normal
reliability models under various assumptions on their parameters. This allows us to
place their coefficients of variations at will and study LLB as a function of up- and
downtime variability. Moreover, since each of these distributions is defined by two
parameters, selecting them appropriately allows us to analyze the lean buffering for
26 various shapes of density functions, ranging from almost delta-function to almost
uniform. This analysis leads to the quantification of both influences of distribution
shapes on LLB and effects of up- and downtime on LLB. Based of these results,
we develop a method for selecting LLB in serial lines with Weibull, gamma, and
log-normal reliability characteristics and conjecture that the same method can be
used for selecting LLB in serial lines with arbitrary unimodal distributions of up-
and downtime.
1.2 Motivation for considering non-exponential machines
The case of non-exponential machines is important for at least two reasons:
First, in practice the machines often have up- and downtime distributed non-
exponentially. As the empirical evidence (Inman, 1999) indicates, the coefficients
of variation, CVup and CVdown of these random variables are often less than 1; thus,
the distributions cannot be exponential. Therefore, an analytical characterization
of kE for non-exponential machines is of theoretical importance.
Second, such a characterization is of practical importance as well. Indeed, it
can be expected that kexpE is the upper bound of kE for CV < 1 and, moreover, kE
might be substantially smaller than kexpE . This implies that a smaller buffer capacity
is necessary to achieve the desired line efficiency E when the machines are non-
exponential. Thus, selecting LLB based on realistic, non-exponential reliability
characteristics would lead to increased leanness of production systems.
1.3 Difficulties in studying the non-exponential case
Analysis of lean buffering in serial production lines with non-exponential machines
is complicated, as compared with the exponential case, by the reasons outlined in
Table 1 . Especially damaging is the first one, which practically precludes analytical
investigation. The other reasons lead to a combinatorially increasing number of
cases to be investigated. In this work, we partially overcome these difficulties by
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Table 1. Difficulties of the non-exponential case as compared with the exponential one
Exponential case Non-exponential case
Analytical methods for evaluating No analytical methods for evaluating
PR are available PR are available
Machine up- and downtimes are distributed Machine up- and downtimes may
identically (i.e., exponentially). have different distributions.
Coefficients of variation of machine Coefficients of variation of machine
up- and downtimes are identical up- and downtimes may take arbitrary
and equal to 1. positive values and may be
non-identical.
All machines in the system have the Each machine in the system may have
same type of up- and downtime distributions different types of up- and downtime
(i.e., exponential). distributions.
using numerical simulations and by restricting the number of distributions and
coefficients of variation analyzed.
1.4 Related literature
The majority of quantitative results on buffer capacity allocation in serial produc-
tion lines address the case of exponential or geometric machines (Buzacott, 1967;
Caramanis, 1987; Conway et al., 1988; Smith and Daskalaki, 1988; Jafari and
Shanthikumar, 1989; Park, 1993; Seong et al., 1995; Gershwin and Schor, 2000).
Just a few numerical/empirical studies are devoted to the non-exponential case.
Specifically, two-stage coaxian type completion time distributions are considered
by Altiok and Stidham (1983), Chow (1987), Hillier and So (1991a,b), and the
effects of log-normal processing times are analyzed by Powell (1994), Powell and
Pyke (1998), Harris and Powell (1999). These papers consider lines with reliable
machines having random processing time. Another approach is to develop methods
to extend the results obtained for such cases to unreliable machines with determinis-
tic processing time (Tempelmeier, 2003). Phase-type distributions to model random
processing time and reliability characteristics are analyzed by Altiok (1985, 1989),
Altiok and Ranjan (1989), Yamashita and Altiok (1998), but the resulting methods
are computationally intensive and can be used only for short lines with small buffers
(e.g., two-machine lines with buffers of capacity less than six). Finally, as it was
mentioned in the Introduction, initial results on lean level of buffering in serial lines
with Rayleigh and Erlang machines have been reported in (Enginarlar et al., 2002).
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1.5 Contributions of this paper
The main results derived in this paper are as follows:
– LLB is not very sensitive to the type of up- and downtime distributions and
depends mostly on their coefficients of variation (CVup and CVdown).
– LLB is more sensitive to CVdown than to CVup, but this difference in sensi-
tivities is not too large (typically, within 20%).
– In serial lines with M machines having Weibull, gamma, and log-normal dis-
tributions of up- and downtime with CVup and CVdown less than 1, LLB can
be selected using the following upper bound:
kE(M, E, e, CVup, CVdown)
≤ max{0.25, CVup} + max{0.25, CVdown}
2
kexpE (M, E, e), (7)
where kexpE is given by (5), (6). This bound is referred to as the empirical
law. It is conjectured that this bound holds for all unimodal up- and downtime
distributions with CVup < 1 and CVdown < 1.
– Although for some values of CVup and CVdown, bound (7) may not be too tight,
it still leads to a reduction of lean buffering by a factor of up to 4, as compared
to LLB based on the exponential assumption.
1.6 Paper organization
In Section 2, the model of the production system under consideration is introduced
and the problems addressed are formulated. Section 3 describes the approach of
this study. Sections 4 and 5 present the main results pertaining, respectively, to
systems with machines having identical and non-identical coefficients of variation
of up- and downtime. In Section 6, serial lines with machines having arbitrary, i.e.,
general, reliability models are discussed. Finally, in Section 7, the conclusions are
formulated.
2 Model and problem formulation
2.1 Model
The block diagram of the production system considered in this work is shown
in Figure 1, where the circles represent the machines and the rectangles are the
buffers. Assumptions on the machines and buffers, described below, are similar to
those of (Enginarlar et al., 2003a) with the only difference that up- and downtime
distributions are not exponential. Specifically, these assumptions are:
(i) Each machine mi, i = 1, . . . , M , has two states: up and down. When up, the
machine is capable of processing one part per cycle time; when down, no production
takes place. The cycle times of all machines are the same.
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Fig. 1. Serial production line
(ii) The up- and downtime of each machine are random variables measured in units
of the cycle time. In other words, uptime (respectively, downtime) of length t ≥ 0
implies that the machine is up (respectively, down) during t cycle times. The up-
and downtime are distributed according to one of the following probability density
functions, referred to as reliability models:
(a) Weibull, i.e.,








where fWup (t) and f
W
down(t) are the probability density functions of up- and
downtime, respectively and (p, P ) and (r, R) are their parameters. (Here, and
in the subsequent distributions, the parameters are positive real numbers). These






























We denote these distributions as LN(p, P ) and LN(r, R), respectively.
The expected values, variances, and coefficients of variation of distributions
(8)–(10) are given in Table 2.






and, moreover, Tup, Tdown, CVup, and CVdown of all machines are identical for
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eP 2 − 1 (log-normal);
CVdown =
√
Γ (1 + 2/R) − Γ 2(1 + 1/R)








eR2 − 1 (log-normal).
(iv) Buffer bi, i = 1, . . . , M − 1 is of capacity 0 ≤ N ≤ ∞.
(v) Machine mi, i = 2, . . . , M , is starved at time t if it is up at time t, buffer bi−1 is
empty at time t and mi−1 does not place any work in this buffer at time t. Machine
m1 cannot be starved.
(vi) Machine mi, i = 1, . . . , M −1, is blocked at time t if it is up at time t, buffer bi
is full at time t and mi+1 fails to take any work from this buffer at time t. Machine
mM cannot be blocked.
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Remark 1.
– Assumptions (i)–(iii) imply that all machines are identical from all points of
view except, perhaps, for the nature of up- and downtime distributions. The
buffers are also assumed to be of equal capacity (see (iv)). We make these
assumptions in order to provide a compact characterization of lean buffering.
– Assumption (ii) implies, in particular, that time-dependent, rather than
operation-dependent failures, are considered. This failure mode simplifies the
analysis and results in just a small difference in comparison with operation-
dependent failures.
2.2 Notations
Each machine considered in this paper is denoted by a pair
[Dup(p, P ), Ddown(r, R)]i, i = 1, . . . , M, (12)
where Dup(p, P ) and Ddown(r, R) represent, respectively, the distributions of up-
and downtime of the i-th machine in the system, Dup and Ddown ∈ {W, g, LN}.
The serial line with M machines is denoted as
{[Dup, Ddown]1, . . . , [Dup, Ddown]M}. (13)
If all machines have identical distribution of uptimes and downtimes, the line is
denoted as
{[Dup(p, P ), Ddown(r, R)]i, i = 1, . . . , M}. (14)
If, in addition, the types of up- and downtime distributions are the same, the notation
for the line is
{[D(p, P ), D(r, R)]i, i = 1, . . . , M}. (15)
Finally, if up- and downtime distributions of the machines are not necessarily W ,
g, or LN but are general in nature, however, unimodal, the line is denoted as
{[Gup, Gdown]1, . . . , [Gup, Gdown]M}. (16)
2.3 Problems addressed
Using the parameterizations (1), (2), the model (i)–(vi), and the notations (12)–(16),
this paper is intended to
– develop a method for calculating Lean Level of Buffering in production lines
(13)–(15) under the assumption that the coefficients of variation of up- and
downtime, CVup and CVdown, are identical, i.e., CVup = CVdown = CV ;
– develop a method of calculating LLB in production lines (13)–(15) for the case
of CVup /= CVdown;
– extend the results obtained to production lines (16).
Solutions of these problems are presented in Sections 4–6 while Section 3
describes the approach used in this work.
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3 Approach
3.1 General considerations
Since LLB depends on line efficiency E, the calculation of kE requires the knowl-
edge of the production rate, PR, of the system. Unfortunately, as it was mentioned
earlier, no analytical methods exist for evaluating PR in serial lines with either
Weibull, or gamma, or log-normal reliability characteristics. Approximation meth-
ods are also hardly applicable since, in our experiences, even 1%-2% errors in the
production rate evaluation (due to the approximate nature of the techniques) often
lead to much larger errors (up to 20%) in lean buffering characterization. There-
fore, the only method available is the Monte Carlo approach based on numerical
simulations. To implement this approach, a MATLAB code was constructed, which
simulated the operation of the production line defined by assumptions (i)–(vi) of
Section 2. Then, a set of representative distributions of up- and downtime was se-
lected and, finally, for each member of this set, PR and LLB were evaluated with
guaranteed statistical characteristics. Each of these steps is described below in more
detail.
3.2 Up- and downtime distributions analyzed
The set of 26 downtime distributions analyzed in this work is shown in Table 3,
where the notations introduced in Section 2.1 are used. These distributions are
classified according to their coefficients of variation, CVdown, which take values
from the set {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. The analysis of LLB for this set is intended
to reveal the behavior of kE as a function of CVdown.
To investigate the effect of the average downtime, the distributions of Table 3
have been classified according to Tdown, which takes values 20 and 100.
An illustration of a few of the downtime distributions included in Table 3 is
given in Figure 2 for CVdown = 0.5. As one can see, the shapes of the distributions
included in Table 3 range from “almost” uniform to “almost” δ-function.
Table 3. Downtime distributions considered
CVdown Tdown = 20 Tdown = 100
0.1 g(5, 100), g(1, 100),
W (0.048, 12.15), LN(2.99, 0.1) W (0.01, 12.15), LN(4.602, 0.1)
0.25 g(0.8, 16), g(0.16, 16),
W (0.046, 4.54), LN(2.97, 0.25) W (0.009, 4.54), LN(4.57, 0.25)
0.5 g(0.2, 4), g(0.04, 4),
W (0.044, 2.1), LN(2.88, 0.49) W (0.009, 2.1), LN(4.49, 0.49)
0.75 g(0.09, 1.8), g(0.018, 1.8),
W (0.046, 1.35), LN(2.77, 0.66) W (0.009, 1.35), LN(4.38, 0.66)
1.00 LN(2.65, 0.83) LN(4.26, 0.83)
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Fig. 2. Different distributions with identical coefficients of variation (CVdown = 0.5)
The uptime distributions, corresponding to the downtime distributions of Ta-
ble 3, have been selected as follows: For a given machine efficiency, e, the average




Next, CVup was selected as CVup = CVdown, when the case of identical coef-
ficients of variation of up- and downtime was considered; otherwise CVup was
selected as a constant independent of CVdown. Finally, using these Tup and CVup,
the distribution of uptime was selected to be the same as that of the downtime, if the
case of identical distributions was analyzed; otherwise it was selected as any other
distribution from the set {W, g, LN}. For instance, if the downtime was distributed
according to Ddown(r, R) = g(0.018, 1.8) and e was 0.9, the uptime distribution
was selected as
Dup(p, P ) =
{
g(0.002, 1.8) for CVup = CVdown,
g(0.0044, 4) for CVup = 0.5,
or
Dup(p, P ) =
{
LN(6.69, 0.47) for CVup = CVdown,
LN(2.88, 0.49) for CVup = 0.5.
Remark 2. Both CVup and CVdown considered are less than 1 because, according
to the empirical evidence of (Inman, 1999), the equipment on the factory floor often
satisfies this condition. In addition, it has been shown by Li and Meerkov (2005)
that CVup and CVdown are less than 1 if the breakdown and repair rates of the
machines are increasing functions of time, which often takes place in reality.
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3.3 Parameters selected
In all systems analyzed, particular values of M , E, and e have been selected as
follows:
(a) The number of machines in the system, M : Since, as it was shown in (Enginarlar
et al., 2002), kexpE is not very sensitive to M if M ≥ 10, the number of machines in
the system was selected to be 10. For verification purposes, we analyzed also serial
lines with M = 5.
(b) Line efficiency, E: In practice, production lines are often operated close to
their maximum capacity. Therefore, for the purposes of simulation, E was selected
to belong to the set {0.85, 0.9, 0.95}. For the purposes of verification, additional
values of E analyzed were {0.7, 0.8}.
(c) Machine efficiency, e: Although in practice e may have widely different val-
ues (e.g., smaller in machining operations and much larger in assembly), to ob-
tain a manageable set of systems for simulation, e was selected from the set
{0.85, 0.9, 0.95}. For verification purposes, we considered e ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8}.
3.4 Systems analyzed
Specific systems of the form (15) considered in this work are:
{[W (p, P ), W (r, R)]i, i = 1, . . . , 10},
{[g(p, P ), g(r, R)]i, i = 1, . . . , 10}, (17)
{[LN(p, P ), LN(r, R)]i, i = 1, . . . , 10}.
Systems of the form (13) have been formed as follows: For each machine
mi, i = 1, . . . , 10, the up- and downtime distributions were chosen from the set
{W, g, LN} equiprobably and independently of each other and all other machines
in the system. As a result, the following two lines were selected:
Line 1: {(g, W ), (LN, LN), (W, g), (g, LN), (g, W ),
(LN, g), (W, W ), (g, g), (LN, W ), (g, LN)},
Line 2: {(W, LN), (g, W ), (LN, W ), (W, g), (g, LN), (18)
(g, W ), (W, W ), (LN, g), (g, W ), (LN, LN)}.
We will use notations A ∈ {(17)}, A ∈ {(18)} or A ∈ {(17), (18)} to indicate
that line A is one of (17), or one of (18), and one of (17) and (18), respectively.
Lines (17) and (18) are analyzed in Sections 4 and 5 for the cases of CVup =
CVdown and CVup /= CVdown, respectively.
3.5 Evaluation of the production rate
To evaluate the production rate in systems (17) and (18), using the MATLAB code
and the up- and downtime distributions discussed in Sections 3.1–3.3, zero initial
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conditions of all buffers have been assumed and the states of all machines at the
initial time moment have been selected “up”. The first 100,000 cycle times were
considered as warm-up period. The subsequent 1,000,000 cycle times were used
for statistical evaluation of PR. Each simulation was repeated 10 times, which
resulted in 95% confidence intervals of less than 0.0005.
3.6 Evaluation of LLB
The lean buffering, kE , necessary and sufficient to ensure line efficiency E, was
evaluated using the following procedure:
For each model of serial line (13)–(15), the production rate was evaluated first
for N = 0, then for N = 1, and so on, until the production rate PR = E ·PR∞ was
achieved. Then kE was determined by dividing the resulting NE by the machine
average downtime (in units of the cycle time).
Remark 3. Although, as it is well known (Hillier and So, 1991b), the optimal
allocation of a fixed total buffer capacity is non-uniform, to simplify the analysis we
consider only uniform allocations. Since the optimal (i.e., inverted bowl) allocation
typically results in just 1 − 2% throughput improvement in comparison with the
uniform allocation, for the sake of simplicity we consider only the latter case.
4 LLB in serial lines with CVup = CVdown = CV
4.1 System {[D(p, P ), D(r, R)]i, i = 1, . . . , 10}
Figures 3 and 5 present the simulation results for production lines (17) for all
distributions of Table 3. These figures are arranged as matrices where the rows
and columns correspond to e ∈ {0.85, 0.9, 0.95} and E ∈ {0.85, 0.9, 0.95}, re-
spectively. Since, due to space considerations, the graphs in Figures 3 and 5 are
congested and may be difficult to read, one of them is shown in Figure 4 in a larger
scale. (The dashed lines in Figs. 3–5 will be discussed in Sect. 4.3.) Examining
these data, the following may be concluded:
– As expected, kE for non-exponential machines is smaller than k
exp
E . Moreover,
kE is a monotonically increasing function of CV . In addition, kE(CV ) is
convex, which implies that reducing larger CV ’s leads to larger reduction of
kE than reducing smaller CV ’s.
– Function kE(CV ) seems to be polynomial in nature. In fact, each curve of
Figures 3 and 5 can be approximated by a polynomial of an appropriate order.
However, since these approximations are “parameter-dependent” (i.e., different
polynomials must be used for different e and E), they are of small practical
importance, and, therefore, are not reported here.
– Since for every pair (E, e), corresponding curves of Figures 3 and 5 are identical,
it is concluded that kE is not dependent of Tup and Tdown explicitly but only
through the ratio e. In other words, the situation here is the same as in lines with
exponential machines (see (5), (6)).
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Fig. 3. LLB versus CV for systems (17) with Tdown = 20













Fig. 4. LLB versus CV for system {(D(p, P ), D(r, R))i, i = 1, . . . , 10} with Tdown =
20, e = 0.9, E = 0.9
– Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the behavior of kE as a function of
CV is almost independent of the type of up- and downtime distributions
considered. Indeed, let kAE(CV ) denote LLB for line A ∈ {(17)} with
CV ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. Then the sensitivity of kE to up- and down-
time distributions may be characterized by
ε1(CV ) = max
A,B∈{(17)}
∣∣∣∣kAE(CV ) − kBE (CV )kAE(CV )
∣∣∣∣ · 100%. (19)
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Fig. 5. LLB versus CV for systems (17) with Tdown = 100
Fig. 6. Sensitivity of LLB to the nature of up- and downtime distributions for systems (17)
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Function ε1(CV ) is illustrated in Figure 6. As one can see, in most cases it takes
values within 10%. Thus, it is possible to conclude that for all practical purposes
kE depends on the coefficients of variation of up- and downtime, rather than
on actual distribution of these random variables.
4.2 System {[D(p, P ), D(r, R)]1, . . . , [D(p, P ), D(r, R)]10}
Figures 7 and 8 present the simulation results for lines (18), while Figure 9 char-
acterizes the sensitivity of kE to up- and downtime distributions. This sensitivity
is calculated according to (19) with the only difference that the max is taken over
A, B ∈ {(18)}. Based on these data, we affirm that the conclusions formulated in
Section 4.1 hold for production lines of the type (13) as well.
4.3 Empirical law
4.3.1 Analytical expression
Simulation results reported above provide a characterization of kE for M = 10 and
E and e ∈ {0.85, 0.9, 0.95}. How can kE be determined for other values of M , E,
and e? Obviously, simulations for all values of these variables are impossible. Even
for particular values of M , E, and e, simulations take a very long time: Figures 3
and 5 required approximately one week of calculations using 25 Sun workstations
working in parallel. Therefore, an analytical method for evaluating kE for all values
of M , E, e, and CV is desirable. Although an exact characterization of the function
kE = kE(M, E, e, CV ) is all but impossible, results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 provide
an opportunity for introducing an upper bound of kE as a function of all four
variables. This upper bound is based on the expression of kexpE = k
exp
E (M, E, e),
given by (5), (6), and the fact that all curves of Figures 3, 5 and 7, 8 are below the
linear function of CV with the slope kexpE , if 0.25 < CV ≤ 1. For 0 < CV ≤ 0.25,
all curves are below the constant 0.25kexpE . Thus, the following piece-wise linear
upper bound for kE may be introduced:
kE(M, E, e, CV ) ≤ max{0.25, CV }kexpE (M, E, e), CV ≤ 1. (20)
This expression, referred to as the empirical law, is illustrated in Figures 3-5 and
7, 8 by the broken lines.
The tightness of this bound can be characterized by the function
ε2(CV ) = max
A∈{(17),(18)}
kupper boundE − kAE
kAE
· 100%, CV ≤ 1, (21)
where kupper boundE is the right-hand-side of (20). Function ε2(CV ) is illustrated
in Figure 10. Although, as one can see, the empirical law is quite conservative, its
usage still leads to up to 400% reduction of buffering, as compared with that based
on the exponential assumption (see Figs. 3, 5 and 7, 8).
Remark 4. As it was pointed out above, the curves of Figures 3, 5 and 7, 8 are
polynomial in nature. This, along with the quadratic dependence of performance
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Fig. 7. LLB versus CV for systems (18) with Tdown = 20
Fig. 8. LLB versus CV for systems (18) with Tdown = 100
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity of LLB to the nature of up- and downtime distributions for systems (18)
Fig. 10. The tightness of the empirical law (20)
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Fig. 11. Verification: LLB versus CV for system {(D(p, P ), D(r, R))i, i = 1, . . . , 5}
with Tdown = 10
measures on CV in G/G/1 queues, might lead to a temptation to approximate these
curves by polynomials. This, however, proved to be practically impossible, since
for various values of M , E, and e, the order and the coefficients of the polynomials
would have to be selected differently. This, together with the fact that only one
point is known analytically (i.e., kexpE ), leads to the selection of the piece-wise
linear approximation (20).
4.3.2 Verification
To verify the empirical law (20), production lines (17) and (18) were simulated with
parameters M , E, and e other than those considered in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Specif-
ically, the following parameters have been selected: M = 5, E ∈ {0.7, 0.8, 0.9},
e ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, Tdown = 10. (In lines (18), the first 5 machines were selected.)
The results are shown in Figure 11. As one can see, the upper bound given by (20)
still holds.
5 LLB in serial lines with CVup =CVdown
5.1 Effect of CVup and CVdown
The case of CVup /= CVdown is complicated by the fact that CVup and CVdown may
have different effects on kE . If this difference is significant, it would be difficult
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to expect that the empirical law (20) could be extended to the case of unequal
coefficients of variation. On the other hand, if CVup and CVdown affect kE in a
somewhat similar manner, it would seem likely that (20) might be extended to the
case under consideration. Therefore, analysis of effects of CVup and CVdown on
kE is of importance. This section is devoted to such an analysis.
To investigate this issue, introduce two functions:
kE(CVup|CVdown = α) (22)
and
kE(CVdown|CVup = α), (23)
where
α ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. (24)
Function (22) describes kE as a function of CVup given that CVdown = α, while
(23) describes kE as a function of CVdown given that CVup = α. If for all α and
β ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0},
kE(CVdown = β|CVup = α) < kE(CVup = β|CVdown = α) (25)
when α > β, it must be concluded that CVdown has a larger effect on kE than CVup.
If the inequality is reversed, CVup has a stronger effect. Finally, if (25) holds for
some α and β from (24) and does not hold for others, the conclusion would be that,
in general, neither has a dominant effect.
To investigate which of these situations takes place, we evaluated functions
(22) and (23) using the approach described in Section 3. Some of the results for
Weibull distribution are shown in Figure 12 (where the broken lines and CVeff will
be defined in Sect. 5.2). Similar results were obtained for gamma and log-normal
distributions as well (see Enginarlar et al., 2003b for details). From these results,
the following can be concluded:
– For all α and β, such that α > β, inequality (25) takes place. Thus, CVdown
has a larger effect on kE than CVup.
– However, since each pair of curves (22), (23) corresponding to the same α are
close to each other, the difference in the effects of CVup and CVdown is not too
dramatic. To analyze this difference, introduce the function
εA3 (CV |CVup = CVdown = α)
=
kAE(CVup=CV |CVdown = α)−kAE(CVdown=CV |CVup=α)
kAE(CVup=CV |CVdown=α)
·100 , (26)
where A ∈ {W, g, LN}. The behavior of this function for Weibull distribution
is shown in Figure 13 (see Enginarlar et al., 2003b for gamma and log-normal
distributions). Thus, the effects of CVup and CVdown on kE are not dramatically
different (typically within 20% and no more than 40%).
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Fig. 12. LLB versus CV for M = 10 Weibull machines
5.2 Empirical law
5.2.1 Analytical expression
Since the upper bound (20) is not too tight (and, hence, may accommodate additional
uncertainties) and the effects of CVup and CVdown on kE are not dramatically
different, the following extension of the empirical law is suggested:
kE(M, E, e, CVup, CVdown)
≤ max{0.25, CVup}+ max{0.25, CVdown}
2
kexpE (M, E, e),
CVup ≤ 1, CVdown ≤ 1, (27)
where, as before, kexpE , is defined by (5), (6). If CVup = CVdown, (27) reduces to
(20); otherwise, it takes into account different values of CVup and CVdown.
The first factor in the right-hand-side of (27) is denoted as CVeff :
CVeff =
max{0.25, CVup} + max{0.25, CVdown}
2
. (28)
Thus, (27) can be rewritten as
kE ≤ CVeffkexpE (M, E, e). (29)
The right-hand-side of (29) is shown in Figure 12 by the broken lines.
The utilization of this law can be illustrated as follows: Suppose CVup = 0.1
and CVdown = 1. Then CVeff = 0.625 and, according to (27),
kE ≤ 0.625kexpE (M, E, e).
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Fig. 13. Function εW3 (CV |CVup = CVdown = α)
Table 4. ∆(10, E, e) for all CVup =CVdown cases considered
E=0.85 E=0.9 E=0.95
e = 0.85 0.1016 0.0386 0.0687
e = 0.9 0.0425 0.1647 0.1625
e = 0.95 0.0402 0.0488 0.1200
To investigate the validity of the empirical law (27), consider the following
function:





kupper boundE (M, E, e, CVeff )−kAE(M, E, e, CVup, CVdown)
]
,
where kupper boundE is the right-hand-side of (29), i.e.,
kupper boundE (M, E, e, CVeff ) = CVeffk
exp
E (M, E, e).
If for all values of its arguments, function ∆(M, E, e) is positive, the right-hand-
side of inequality (27) is an upper bound. The values of ∆(10, E, e) for E ∈
{0.85, 0.9, 0.95} and e ∈ {0.85, 0.9, 0.95} are shown in Table 4. As one can see,
function ∆(10, E, e) indeed takes positive values. Thus, the empirical law (27)
takes place for all distributions and parameters analyzed.
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Fig. 14. The tightness of the empirical law (27)
To investigate the tightness of the bound (27), consider the function





kupperboundE (M, E, e, CVeff )−kAE(M, E, e, CVup, CVdown)
kAE(M, E, e, CVup, CVdown)
·100 .
Figure 14 illustrates the behavior of this function. Comparing this with Figure 10,
we conclude that the tightness of bound (27) appears to be similar to that of (20).
5.2.2 Verification
To evaluate the validity of the upper bound (27), serial production lines with M = 5,
E ∈ {0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, e ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, and Tup = 10 were simulated. For each
of these parameters, systems (17) and (18) have been considered. (For system (18),
the first 5 machines were selected.) Typical results are shown in Figure 15 (see
Enginarlar et al., 2003b for more details). The validity of empirical law (27) for
these cases is analyzed using function ∆(M, E, e), defined in (30) with the only
difference that the first min is taken over A ∈ {(17), (18)}. Since the values of
this function, shown in Table 5, are positive, we conclude that empirical law (27) is
indeed verified for all values of M , E, e, and all distributions of up- and downtime
considered.
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Fig. 15. Verification: LLB versus CV for M = 5 Weibull machines
Table 5. Verification: ∆(5, E, e) for all CVup =CVdown cases considered
E=0.7 E=0.8 E=0.9
e = 0.6 0.0039 0.0242 0.0547
e = 0.7 0.0102 0.0213 0.0481
e = 0.8 0.0084 0.0162 0.0355
6 SYSTEM {[Gup, Gdown]1, . . . , [Gup, Gdown]M}
So far, serial production lines with Weibull, gamma, and log-normal reliability
models have been analyzed. It is of interests to extend this analysis to general
probability density functions. Based on the results obtained above, the following
conjecture is formulated:
The empirical laws (20) and (27) hold for serial production lines satisfying
assumptions (i), (iii)–(vi) with up- and downtime having arbitrary unimodal prob-
ability density functions.
The verification of this conjecture is a topic for future research.
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7 Conclusions
Results described in this paper suggest the following procedure for designing lean
buffering in serial production lines defined by assumptions (i)–(vi):
1. Identify the average value and the variance of the up- and downtime, Tup,
Tdown, σ2up, and σ
2
down, for all machines in the system (in units of machine
cycle time). This may be accomplished by measuring the duration of the up-
and downtimes of each machine during a shift or a week of operation (depending
on the frequency of occurrence). If the production line is at the design stage,
this information may be obtained from the equipment manufacturer (however,
typically with a lower level of certainty).
2. Using (5), (6), and Tup, Tdown, determine the level of buffering, necessary
and sufficient to obtain the desired efficiency, E, of the production line, if the
downtime of all machines were distributed exponentially, i.e., kexpE .
3. Finally, if CVup =
σup
Tup
≤ 1 and CVdown = σdownTdown ≤ 1, evaluate the level of
buffering for the line with machines under consideration using the empirical
law
kE ≤ max{0.25, CVup} + max{0.25, CVdown}2 · k
exp
E .
As it is shown in this paper, this procedure leads to a reduction of lean buffering
by a factor of up to 4, as compared with that based on the exponential assumption.
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